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abstract: Competition between companies,
governments and states within and across
the global trading areas1 has become a
vital part in this new world of less political
and economical boundaries. Competition
law therefore has to regulate the market
powers of those who participate in the
global exchange of goods and services.
There are now at least 80 systems of
competition law in the world, in all
continents and in all types of economies;
many others are in contemplation.[...]2. It
has a substantial impact upon the outline of
agreements. With Articles 81 and 82 of the
EEC Treaty EU jurisprudence and the
legislative bodies of the Member States
(MMS) have a basis to work on this topic
of immense importance. Ignoring the
competition rules not seldom lead to large
fines being levied by the European
Commission (in July 1991 Tetra Pak was
fined because of competition law
infringement with a record sum of
?52mn)3. The aim of this essay is to briefly
outline the scope of EU?s competition
policy and laws and to give an insight into
both the Agreements of Minor Importance
(de Minimis) and the impact of
Competition Law on the topic of parallel
(grey) imports. The latter is examined on a
case study given. The basis of this essay
consists of secondary literature taken from
books, treaties, articles, notices or
webpages. A full bibliography can be
found at the end of the main part.
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The relationship between CAP and competition policy - 5 sept. 2005 European Commission - Peer Review of.
Competition Law and Policy. 2005. Peer review is a core element of OECD work. The mechanisms Europedia - EU
competition policy The Role of Efficiency Considerations Under the EU Merger Control competition policy are
European citizens, businesses operating in the EU and society as a whole. The European Union is based on the Rule of
Law, and US and EU Competition Law - Peterson Institute for International European competition law promotes
the maintenance of competition within the European As the European Union is made up of independent member states,
both competition policy and the creation of the European single market could be European Commission - Competition
Jul 6, 2016 If the UK leaves the EU without any agreement in place, this could change the way that competition law is
applied. It could also make antitrust European Commission - Peer Review of Competition Law and In the EU
competition law and policy is, by and large, consistently applied in member states and there is an effective enforcement
mechanism with regard to European Union competition law - Wikipedia Jan 29, 2013 Is EU competition law special?
Should it be insulated from other EU policies? Should we Europeans follow the neoliberal teachings of Greening EU
Competition Law and Policy - Cambridge University The fundamental objective of EU competition rules is to
prevent distortion of of the competition law provisions of the Member States and of the European Union The
University of Oxford Centre for Competition Law and Policy Brexit and EU Competition Policy cifically in relation
to competition policy, Brexit, absent Journal of European Competition Law & Practice, 2016, Vol. 7, No. What is
competition policy? European Commission Apr 16, 2012 In a free market, business should be a competitive game
with consumers as the beneficiaries. financial support (state aid) for companies from EU governments allowed
provided it does not distort fair and effective competition between companies in EU countries or harm the economy. EU
Competition Law and Policy Workshop European University What impact would Brexit have on the competition
policy of the EU, the and the termination of its role in the development of EU competition law and policy. EU
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Competition policy and the sports sector - European Commission tion law in the United States and competition law
in the European Union. Article 85 of closer examination, significant variations in law, policy, and enforcement. Brexit
and EU Competition Policy - Journal of European Competition The OECD Journal of Competition Law and Policy
is a unique resource for regulation and competition Competition law and policy in the European Union POMFR:
Greening EU Competition Law and Policy European Commissioner for Competiton policy. The relationship between
CAP and competition policy ? Does EU competition law apply to agriculture ? Antitrust: Overview Competition European Commission impact and bring the European competition law in line with the findings of . 35 BJ Rodger and
A MacCulloch Competition Law and Policy in the EC and UK Jun 9, 2014 The aim of EU competition policy is to
safeguard the correct functioning of the Single Market. In essence it ensures that enterprises have the Brexit and
competition policy in Europe Bruegel The EUs rules on competition are designed to ensure fair and equal conditions
for businesses, while leaving space Commission for Economic Policy (ECON) competition law and policy in the
european union - University of Malta One of the fundamental challenges currently facing the EU is that of reconciling
its economic and environmental policies. Nevertheless, the role of environmental 20th Annual EU Competition Law
and Policy European University Nov 21, 2014 European antitrust policy is developed from two central rules set out
in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union: First, Article 101 of the Treaty prohibits agreements between
two or more independent market operators which restrict competition. EU competition policy: key to a fair Single
Market European The University of Oxford Centre for Competition Law and Policy (CCLP) Activities and courses
focus on regulation of competition in the UK, EU and US, Competition Law and Policy in the European Union OECD iLibrary Competition law is a law that promotes or seeks to maintain market competition by regulating . It is
based on the prohibition of agreements that ran counter to public policy, unless the reasonableness of an agreement
could be shown. . At a regional level EU competition law has its origins in the European Coal and Steel Brexit and EU
Competition Policy The Competition Law & Policy Guest Lecture Programme - Paper (L) 02/05 idiosyncratic
comparative perspective on European and American Antitrust law. My. The International Dimension of EU
Competition Law and Policy Mar 23, 2017 EU competition law covers antitrust, mergers and state aid. Most sport
cases have been handled under EU antitrust rules, which prohibit Competition policy and EU institutions - European
Commission Under the control of the Court of Justice, the Commission establishes the European law on competition,
which provides a framework for and orientates national OECD Journal of Competition Law and Policy - OECD Sep
7, 2015 Overview of the EU policy on antitrust (anticompetitive agreements and abuse of dominant market position).
Competition law - Wikipedia Apr 16, 2012 How EU institutions apply and develop competition policy. EU
competition laws.
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